Mobile Business

4net Mobile Business
4net’s mobile solution provides
organisations with the ideal
opportunity to integrate fixed and
mobile estates.
Because we understand the
challenges facing businesses today
we have committed to delivering
mobile solutions and tariffs that will
help you to meet these challenges.
We know for example that we need
to deliver our mobile solutions on
the back of an extensive and
reliable network, which is why we
have chosen Vodafone’s
world-class network to support
our world class service.
Our mobile solution enables your
companies to cost effectively
integrate mobile and fixed line
telephony, meaning that your users
can have seamless, effective
communications no matter where
they are.

Changes in the way we work have
provided business with the
opportunity to exploit the
technology and knowledge of
their workforce to enable flexibility,
efficiency and mobility within their
business. Companies that want to
stay ahead of their competitors will
need to accept the new
technology that will allow them
to perform more effectively and
efficiently.
Many companies are adopting
flexible working strategies that
allow employees to work from
anywhere using their device of
choice with the same access to
information as they have in the
office.
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Benefits of 4net’s
Mobile Solutions
Enables flexible working.
Our Mobile proposition allows your
users to access everything they
need to perform their job no matter
where they are. Our BlackBerry and
other email services allow access
to email calendar and tasks on the
move. Industry leading 3G-network
coverage and speeds mean that
the Internet and your company LAN
are only a few seconds away from
your users.
By subscribing to our mobile and
fixed line offers you will receive
our market leading on-net rates,
enabling you to link your fixed and
mobile estates together to give you
true flexibility in your users working
environment. 4net can deliver fixed
mobile integration at a cost
effective price point, giving your
business a strong return on
investment.

Keeps you connected.
Our network covers 99.7% of the
U.K. population and 88% of the
U.K. landmass so that you will
always be in the best position to
make and receive a call in the U.K.
And for users that travel abroad for
business we have roaming
agreements in over 200 countries
and 550 networks.

Lower overall costs: We have a

range of tariffs to suit all user
profiles. You can choose from a
range of bundle minute packages
or our simple Pay As You Use tariff.
These tariffs are backed up by our
preferential fixed to mobile and
mobile to fixed on-net rates.

Business continuity: Unexpected

events, adverse weather and traffic
conditions need no longer disrupt
your business as our mobile
offering easily integrates with your
fixed line infrastructure and you will
be able to receive all calls on your
mobile should such an event occur.

One simple bill for fixed and
mobile estates: Our managed and
cloud services can wrap your fixed
line, data services and telephony
maintenance into one consolidate
bill – helping you to manage your
costs whilst improving employee
flexibility and productivity.

Keep your number.
It is easy to port your existing
number or take out a new one.

Stay in contact: You need never
miss an email when you are on the
move - no matter which mobile
platform you choose we have an
email package to suit your
requirements. Our extensive range
of support packages will help you
get the most out of your
investment.
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Bundled Voice Tariffs
Managing your monthly
cost is easy with 4net’s Bundled
Voice Tariffs
Managing monthly cost is
important but can be tricky,
particularly when it comes to
monthly variable costs such as
mobile spend.
Our bundle minute packages help
you mange your cost as they are
specially designed to give a stable
monthly charge, as well as the
flexibility you need as your fleet
size changes.

Our bundle packages include all
you would expect:
Calls to own mobile numbers,
calls to national numbers,
text messages and
calls to the 4Net network.

Improve flexibility
We won’t limit you to a set number
of connections per bundle. We
will give you a bundle package that
meets your minute requirements not one dictated by the amount of
connections you have in your fleet.
In addition we have a unique
on-net bundle of minutes allocated
to each user. These provide free
intra company calls even to one of
you mobiles, making Fixed/Mobile
convergence a reality.

Take advantage of our unique
Bundle Packages to reduce your
intra company spend and take
control over your monthly mobile
spend.

Minutes inc

Sharer 750

750

Sharer 1200

1200
2000

Sharer 2500

2500

Sharer 3000

3000

Sharer 3500

3500

Sharer 4000

4000

Sharer 5000

5000

Sharer 6000

6000

Sharer 8000

8000

Sharer 10000

10000

Sharer 12000

12000

Sharer 16000

16000

Sharer 20000

20000

Sharer 24000

24000

Sharer 30000

30000

Sharer 36000

36000

Sharer 42000

42000

Sharer 48000

48000

–– Stable monthly mobile
invoice - Take control over
your mobile spend
–– Packages to suit usage, not
fleet size - We have no 		
minimum or maximum 		
connection requirements on
our bundles
–– Reduce costs - using our
unique on-net minute bundle

We also offer a range of bolt-on
options which help you manage
SMS and Data, including
BlackBerry in a controlled manner.

Minute package

Sharer 2000

Benefits

Contact Us
networkservices@4net-technologies.co.uk

0845 055 6366

Texts inc

On-Net minutes/user

Max number of
connections

50

2000

unlimited
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4net’s powerful combination of service
excellence and technical expertise makes us
the partner of choice for organisations who
want to transform the way they
communicate with customers, staff and
stakeholders, reduce costs and gain
competitive advantage.
Our contact centre, unified communications,
managed services and telephony solutions
are designed to address today’s complex
business challenges, helping you to respond
to your customer and staff requirements.
From simple IP Telephony Solutions to Virtual
Contact Centres, from Unified
Communications to Cloud Services, we
partner with best in class vendors such as
Avaya, Cisco and Shoretel to deliver a
solutions portfolio that will address today’s
changing workplace and build tomorrow’s
future, making 4net the preferred
communications partner for many
businesses across the globe.
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